The patient is a 69-year-old Caucasian woman, with no previous history of smoking, who was originally diagnosed with an adenocarcinoma of the left lower lobe, six years ago. At that time, a staging PET/CT showed only localized disease, and she underwent a left lower lobe lobectomy. Pathology from the surgery showed a 1.7 x 1.5 x 1.5 cm moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma, with no lymph node involvement, giving her a final pathologic stage of IA. Post-operatively she did well, until she developed lower back pain four years after her original surgery. A sclerotic lesion was seen in the body of L1 on plain radiographs, and therefore a PET/CT was performed for further evaluation. There was PET uptake in the L1 lesion, as well as uptake in the left, hilar lymph nodes and the previous surgical bed in the lung. A biopsy of the L1 lesion was positive for recurrent adenocarcinoma of the lung, consistent with her original diagnosis.

Given her widespread recurrence, her tumor blocks were sent for mutational analysis by PCR, and showed that she harbored a L858R point mutation in exon 21 of her Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) gene. Subsequently, she was started on erlotinib 150mg daily, an oral tyrosine kinase inhibitor of EGFR. Clinically her back pain and cough resolved, and a repeat PET/CT nine weeks after starting erlotinib showed a complete response. Ten weeks after starting erlotinib, she developed a severe papulopustular, acneiform rash over her face and upper torso after a weekend of prolonged sun exposure (Figure 1).

Her erlotinib was held, she was started on oral minocycline, topical clindamycin gel, and hydrocortisone 2.5% cream. After, three weeks her rash resolved, and she was started back on erlotinib at a reduced dose of 100mg daily. Currently, she is more than 24 months out from her recurrence with no evidence of disease on her scans.

Oral Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors of EGFR for Stage IV Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer
Recent advances in molecular characterization of tumors have opened an era of more individualized treatments for our lung cancer patients. The era of one regimen fitting all cases of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is coming to an end. Among these promising pathways is the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) signaling cascade, a member of the ErbB family of cell membrane receptors. EGFR (also known as ErbB-1 and HER-1) signaling in NSCLC has been shown to lead to tumor cell proliferation and tumor cell survival. \cite{1,2}. In preclinical models, shutting down this signaling pathway, has led to increased tumor cell death through apoptosis.\cite{3}
EGFR has an extracellular domain that recognizes and binds ligands, a hydrophobic transmembrane domain involved in dimerization, and an intracellular domain with tyrosine kinase activity. Receptor dimerization leads to phosphorylation of tyrosine residues in the kinase domain, which then trigger downstream signal transduction, eventually leading to induction of cell proliferation, protection from apoptosis, activation of angiogenesis, and development of metastasis. Specific activating mutations within the tyrosine kinase domain of EGFR have been identified in small sub-groups of patients with NSCLC. Mutations in the kinase domain of EGFR gene occur at a frequency of about 10% of patients in the United States, but, in 30-50% of people of East Asian descent. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved the first EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI), gefitinib, in NSCLC on May 5, 2003 for third line therapy. Unfortunately, the phase III placebo-controlled study comparing gefitinib to best supportive care in a heterogeneous population of previously treated patients with NSCLC, did not show a statistically significant prolongation in overall survival, and its use was shortly restricted in the U.S. However, in sub-group analysis of Asian and never-smoker groups, both of which have been associated with higher rates of activating EGFR mutations, there were statistically significant overall survival seen in the gefitinib treated groups. In a parallel phase III, randomized, double-blinded, placebo-controlled trial with erlotinib in previously treated NSCLC patients, there was a significant overall survival and progression free survival in patients who received the TKI. Therefore, a second reversible oral TKI of EGFR, erlotinib, was approved by the FDA in 2004.

Subgroup analysis from these initial trials, showed that a specific phenotype of patient (adenocarcinoma, East Asian descent, women, no history of smoking) who received erlotinib or gefitinib had higher rates of success in terms of response rates and survival. Furthermore, these physical characteristics may be unmasking specific EGFR mutations leading to constitutive activation of signal transduction, and therefore hypersensitivity to TKI’s such as erlotinib and gefitinib. Due to these findings, oral TKI’s were taken to the first line setting, in these highly selected patient groups.

Traditionally, in advanced NSCLC, a response rate of 20-35% with cytotoxic, chemotherapy doublets, with or without an angiogenesis inhibitor (bevacizumab) in the frontline setting has been well documented, with a median overall survival of approximately 10 to 12 months. However, response rates of more than 70% were seen in the frontline treatment of patients harboring activating EGFR mutations. This correlated to a median overall survival of 27 months, a number not previously seen in stage IV lung cancer. Due to these results, patients harboring EGFR mutations could be effectively treated with an oral TKI, with both better efficacy and less side effects when compared to traditional cytotoxic chemotherapy. Adverse effects of EGFR TKI’s, such as erlotinib, include rash and diarrhea. In clinical trials, diarrhea was the dose limiting toxicity of this class of agents, affecting up to half of patients. Clinically severe diarrhea affected approximately 6% of treated patients. Therapy should be stopped if severe diarrhea develops, and loperamide can be used to control output. Once resolved, therapy can be reinstated.

Some degree of rash has been reported in up to 76% of patients who received EGFR TKI’s. This is generally described as a papulopustular rash involving the face and upper torso. Median onset of rash is 1-3 weeks after initiation of treatment, and usually lasts up to two weeks. Pathogenesis of EGFR inhibitor induced, cutaneous
toxicity in not completely understood. Eight to twelve percent of patients develop severe rash, requiring interruption of therapy. Various topical and systemic combinations of antibiotics and glucocorticoids have been used for relief. Upon resolution of severe rashes, dose adjustment is recommended prior to re-initiating TKI. Pre-emptive, rather than reactive, strategies have also been successfully implemented using moisturizers, sun screen, topical corticosteroids, and doxycycline.14

Compared to traditional cytotoxic agents used in NSCLC, oral EGFR TKI’s, such as erlotinib, appear to be much more tolerable, and efficacious in an identifiable subgroup of patients diagnosed with this disease.
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